Cheval Blanc Paris and the House of Dior is a union of passion and emotions, committed to providing the most intimate and the most inspiringly beautiful experience of genuine well-being. Where savoir-faire heightens expertise, and where dreams always inspire reality. Today, the alliance between these two exceptional Maisons gives rise to the Dior Spa Cheval Blanc with one promise: happiness in the heart of Paris. Happiness is the very essence of the Dior Spa Cheval Blanc. It is everywhere, tangible in the kindness and generosity of the Beauty Ambassadors in the never-ending delight of an immediate and lasting transformation, and in the skin and the senses, as they fully flourish. In an avant-garde approach, each guest is viewed holistically, with consideration for physical, emotional and psychological wellness. This unprecedented, unique experience leaves each person visibly enhanced. And deeply content. Happiness in Paris begins here.
« LA CABINE EST UN MONDE À PART. COMME LES LOGES DE THÉÂTRE, ELLE A SES FAUTEUILS, SES LAMPES ET SES MIROIRS. COMME LES LOGES, ELLE N’EST HABITÉE QUE PAR DES FÊES. »

CHRISTIAN DIOR
In the bustling heart of the City of Light, the Dior Spa Cheval Blanc is a haven of serenity, inviting guests to a holistic immersion in the House of Dior’s world. This exceptional setting was created by Peter Marino, in the spirit of a Parisian apartment, around a cozy living room in which each object is a vibrant tribute to Christian Dior’s life. As you cross the threshold, the magic begins, and the dream becomes reality. Treatments are provided in six unique suites, spaces of wonderful experiences inviting to arouse new emotions. Happiness is renewed each time, it is an infinite dream.
AN EXCEPTIONAL SETTING

THE BONHEUR SUITE

The Bonheur Suite brings sensoriality to its peak. Eternal gold and the Dior Rose icons of the House, sign the design of this exceptional suite imagined for a moment of well-being for two. The highlight of the suite, two unusual massage beds which rise from the ground, over the course of the treatment for an unforgettable feeling of weightlessness. The privatisation of The Bonheur Suite gives exclusivity for 30 minutes before the start of the treatment to enjoy the sauna and hammam, either alone or for two, for an immediate relaxation multiplying the benefits of your treatment or to experiment the Rituel au Sol, a delicate prelude to any treatment. Weightless swaying and deep massage from head to toe prepare the body and mind for an enhanced sensory experience. All treatments can be performed in The Bonheur Suite.

The Sauvage Suite offers an extraordinary warm quartz ritual. The alpha quartz chips mould the body, surrounding each of your limbs for absolute, tailored comfort. The fabulous benefits of quartz, coupled with the treatment bed’s gravity inversion, enhance the mental and physical relaxation. All treatments can be performed in The Sauvage Suite.

THE SAUVAGE SUITE
The Beauty Ambassadors combine exclusive Dior manual techniques, such as Dior Tissue Massage and Sensorial Awakening, with cutting-edge technologies for the highest degree of efficacy. The Dior Spa Cheval Blanc style and expertise provide a bespoke experience at its best. Each guest, each instant and each dream, is like no other.
TREATMENT MENU

03

SEASONAL ESCAPE

Dior Spa Cheval Blanc is delighted to present its seasonal escapes, a selection of the best treatments of the moment to meet the specific needs of your body, skin and mind at every time of year. This selection of four treatments has been designed to boost energy and vitality for Spring.

THE HOT QUARTZ RITUAL

Face and body – 1hr or 1.25hrs

€340 / €410

A perfect harmony of metabolic stimulation and detoxification, accompanied by a choreography of rhythms, for a deeply regenerating experience for body and mind.

DIOREIKI

Face and body – 1.25hrs

€290

Face and body on quartz table – 1.5hrs

€320

A subtle dance of energies and stones, creating a mystical link with the universe, Dioreiki offers an intimate experience of rebirth and harmony, realigning body, mind and chakras in a state of deep relaxation.

RÊVE COUTURE

Face and hair – 1.5hrs

€390

An exclusive protocol that harmoniously blends the techniques of Rossano Ferretti with the expertise of Les Mains Dior, a unique four-handed experience that transforms beauty into art and well-being into poetry.
DIOR SPA CHEVAL BLANC SIGNATURE TREATMENTS

The quintessential spirit of the Dior Spa know-how is embodied by precious rituals, rolled out in several stages, allowing the skin and the senses to fully flourish during an unforgettable moment. High technology, customised attention and bespoke massages work wonders on well-being and beauty.
A face and body treatment especially designed as an escape from the stress and fatigue. In unison, two Dior Spa Beauty Ambassadors indulge in a sensorial choreography leading to a deep state of relaxation. Shoulder, neck and head muscles, which can create eye fatigue, are carefully massaged to brighten up the eyes. The treatment concludes with a depuffing wraparound eye mask combined with a gentle massage to drain the eye area, along with a massage of reflexology zones to free the body of any residual tension. An exquisite and long-lasting sensation of serenity and energy is felt instantly.

**Sensorial Choreography**

**Face and body - 1.5hrs**  
€600

A face and body treatment especially designed as an escape from the stress and fatigue. In unison, two Dior Spa Beauty Ambassadors indulge in a sensorial choreography leading to a deep state of relaxation. Shoulder, neck and head muscles, which can create eye fatigue, are carefully massaged to brighten up the eyes. The treatment concludes with a depuffing wraparound eye mask combined with a gentle massage to drain the eye area, along with a massage of reflexology zones to free the body of any residual tension. An exquisite and long-lasting sensation of serenity and energy is felt instantly.

**Precious Energy**

**Face and body - 1.5hrs or 2hrs**  
€400 / €510

A divine ritual, source of positive energy and inner well-being. Semi-precious hot stones – rock crystal, yellow quartz, labradorite and agate – work magic, diffusing their wonderful energetic powers deep down into the being, through a slow massage of the back, arms and stomach. The body is pampered and coddled, for an ultimate cocoon experience. The face is then wrapped in a thermo-heating mask with prodigious antioxidants effect, to enhance the efficacy of L’Or de Vie products. The treatment ends with a generous, feel-good misting of the Bain Visage Or. Inner well-being is complete and radiates through the face. Rare, sensorial, spectacular.

**Sublime Révélation**

**Face and body - 2hrs**  
€550

A prodigious transformation of the skin and the self. The intense treasure of Dior Prestige Le Micro-Caviar de Rose deeply infuses the face and body with its 22 revitalising micro-nutrients. This restorative concentrate has a surprising texture of silky dissolving beads, with instantly revitalising and comforting effects. The magic is increased tenfold by a heated cover, and perfected with the ultimate massage using rose quartz, rock crystal and semi-precious stones, cut and polished especially for this exceptional ritual. Thanks to these expert techniques, toxins seem to be eliminated, the skin lights up, and the body seems soothed.
The Hot Quartz Ritual
Face and body - 1 hrs or 1.5 hrs
€340 / €410

A magical shift of energy and emotional tensions. Immersed into a face and body ritual integrating sound bath, energy balancing and use of sacred rock crystals and semi-precious stones, the body immerses entirely on a sensory bed of quartz, harmonizing metabolic stimulation and detoxification. Dior Spa Wellness Therapists’, guardians of these precious energies, work in symbiosis on the body and sand, while performing a majestic choreography of rhythms. This Odyssey continues with a one hour exquisite and personalized massage or facial treatment in the hands of experts, elevating the mind into a prodigious state of rejuvenation and helping unveil inner pathways.

Dior Reiki
Face and body - 1.25 hrs
€290

Face and body on quartz table - 1.5 hrs
€320

An immersion in the very essence of energetic well-being. An odyssey that transcends the physical to touch the soul. Born of Japanese tradition, this ritual is a subtle dance of energies orchestrated by the gentle laying on of hands and stones, creating a mystical link with the universe. In this cocoon of serenity, the senses are awakened. Each Reiki position opens a door to hidden energies, each touch guides you through a journey of intense relaxation. This treatment is an intimate experience of rebirth and harmony, where slow, gentle movements realign the body, mind and chakra energy centers, immersing you in a deep and lasting state of calm.

To maximize the benefits of this treatment, and the transmission of energy, Dior Reiki can be performed wrapped in the Suite Sauvage warm quartz.

Rêve Couture
Face and hair - 1.5 hrs
€390

Through the exclusive Rêve Couture protocol, two hair and skin experts work together to sublimate you. Experience this treatment as an ode to the New Look, a journey combining the techniques of Rossano Ferretti with the expertise of Dior Hands, illuminated by the beneficial light of Dior Skin Light. Rêve Couture is an aura of splendor. Let yourself be carried away by this unique four-hand experience, where beauty becomes art and well-being becomes a poem.
EXCEPTIONAL TREATMENTS

Great classics of Dior skincare, these three exceptional treatments are emblematic of the expertise developed by the Beauty Ambassadors.
L’Or de Vie Miracle
Face and back - 1.5hrs
€420

This ceremony, designed around the L’Or de Vie line, appeals to all the senses and gives skin the gift of the infinite longevity of the Yquem vine. The back massage deeply relaxes the mind and body while the facial massage eases micro-tension. To enhance the end of the treatment, a thermo-heating mask suffuses its precious active ingredients deep into the skin. There is a total feeling of harmony and completeness with every motion; the visible transformation is spectacular. The skin gains strength and resilience. At the peak of its beauty, the face glows with divine radiance.

LE SOIN PREMIER DIOR PRESTIGE
Face - 1.5hrs
€380

Specially inspired by the Dior Prestige range, this lifting and sculpting facial infuses the life force of the first buds of Rose de Granville at the heart of the skin. Completed by photostimulation and expert gestures from our Dior Spa Wellness Experts, this treatment repairs all dimensions of aging: structure, texture and color. The skin is toned, the oval of the face seems enhanced, skin texture becomes finer and more even. To finalise the treatment, Roses Quartz are used to soothe, calm and illuminate the face. From the source of the roses to the source of youthful skin, Le Soin Premier promotes skin revitalisation and deep relaxation.

ADD-ONS

Bonheur Suite
Body & face - 30 min
€120 per person
The Suite Bonheur brings sensuality to its peak. Gold eternal and the Dior Rose, icons of the House, sign the décor of this exceptional suite imagined for wellness parentheses two.

Sauvage Suite
Body & face - 15 min
€90 per person
The Sauvage Suite offers an extraordinary hot-quartz ritual. Alpha quartz nuggets hug the surrounding body each of your members for absolute comfort and tailor-mades.

Dior Skin Light Led Therapy
Face - 15 min - €85
Boost your facial or body treatment with the powerful properties of red LED light. At the end of the session, skin is relaxed and repaired, and the skin’s metabolism is rebalanced. Under the beneficial effect of light, the mind is soothed and harmony is restored.

Micro-Abrasion Booster
Face - 30 min - €160
An exfoliating break with spectacular anti-aging promise which stimulates the deep regeneration of the skin combined with photostimulation to amplify the results. The face is instantly illuminated.

Back Release
Body – 30 MIN - €130
A bespoke back massage with an instant wellbeing effect, perfect for eliminating the stress of the day, or simply to relax at any time.

En Apesanteur
Body - 30 min - €130
An invigorating scrub followed by an inspired energy massage of foot reflexology, for an exquisite sensation of lightness in legs and feet.
**Dior Cryo-360° Eye Treatment**

Face and back - 1.5 hrs

€360

This Dior Prestige treatment acts on every aspect of the eyes. Dior’s exclusive draining cryo-massage is followed by an ultra-cool panoramic depuffing mask. Dark circles and puffiness are visibly reduced. The eyes are opened up, the signs of ageing are blunted, and the face is illuminated.

A relaxing back massage relieves tension that indirectly affects the eye area.

**Midnight Treatment**

Face - 1.5 hrs

€380

Midnight Treatment guides you towards an instant feeling of release as you enjoy a rejuvenating power nap in synergy with your natural chronobiological rhythm. Dedicated to resting your skin and mind, this treatment works to increase the nighttime benefits of sleep for transformed skin upon waking. As a prelude to this exceptional treatment, breathing and meditation exercises invite you to slow down your heart rate. Melatonin, the sleep hormone, produced by your body helps promote rest and relaxation. A facial massage using broad and slow movements encourages total relaxation for a luminous, soothed complexion. Combined with LED therapy using our Dior Skin Light mask, this treatment is synonymous with an ode to relaxation.

**Add-ons**

**Bonheur Suite**

Body & face - 30 min

€120 per person

The Suite Bonheur brings sensuality to its peak. Gold eternal and the Dior Rose, icons of the House, sign the decor of this exceptional suite imagined for wellness par excellence.

**Sauvage Suite**

Body & face - 15 min

€90 per person

The Sauvage Suite offers an extraordinary hot quartz ritual. Alpha quartz nuggets hug the surrounding body-sculpted for absolute comfort and tailor-made.

**Dior Skin Light Led Therapy**

Face - 15 min - €85

Boost your facial or body treatment with the powerful properties of red LED light. At the end of the session, skin is relaxed and repaired, and the skin’s metabolism is rebalanced. Under the beneficial effect of light, the mind is soothed and harmony is restored.

**Micro-Abrasion Booster**

Face - 30 min - €160

An exfoliating break with spectacular anti-aging promise which stimulates the deep regeneration of the skin combined with photostimulation to amplify the results. The face is instantly illuminated.

**Back Release**

Body - 30 min - €130

A bespoke back massage with an instant wellbeing effect, perfect for eliminating the stress of the day, or simply to relax at any time.

**En Apesanteur**

Body - 30 min - €130

An invigorating scrub followed by an inspired energy massage of foot reflexology, for an exquisite sensation of lightness in legs and feet.
Essential facial treatments focused on efficacy, to target a specific need in 60 minutes.

EXPERT PROTOCOLS
Glow D-Tox
Face - 1 HR
€260

The detoxifying treatment that targets toxins and provides radiance to the skin. A massage in a steam bath followed by the application of a thermo-heating mask evens out the complexion and restores the skin’s natural glow.

D-CalM
Face - 1 HR
€230

The ideal treatment for skin that needs to be soothed and comforted. After an expert massage, the face is gently enveloped in a skin-repairing poultice that is as soft as a cocoon. A blue photostimulation light is projected over this fresh mask to boost its soothing and calming benefits. A series of slow and enveloping massage movements gently bring this treatment to an end, leaving you relaxed in body and mind.

Kobi-Dior
Face - 1 HR
€260

The high-performance age-defying treatment inspired by Kobido techniques. A series of lifting muscle massages are performed for rejuvenating effects, ranging from the deepest to the most precise, to reshape the entire face. All signs of ageing are reduced. Wrinkles are smoothed, contours resculpted, facial volumes visibly reshaped.

ADD-ONS

Bonheur Suite
Body & Face - 30 min
€120 per person

The Suite Bonheur brings sensuality to its peak. Gold eternal and the Dior Rose, iconic of the House, are the decor of this exceptional suite imagined for wellness parentheses two.

Sauvage Suite
Body & Face - 15 min
€90 per person

The Sauvage Suite offers an extraordinary hot-quartz ritual. Alpha quartz nuggets hug the surrounding body each of your members for absolute comfort and tailor-made.

Dior Skin Light Led Therapy
Face - 15 min - €85

Boost your facial or body treatment with the powerful properties of red LED light. At the end of the session, skin is relaxed and repaired, and the skin’s metabolism is rebalanced. Under the beneficial effect of light, the mind is soothed and harmony is restored.

Micro-Abrasion Booster
Face - 30 min - €160

An exhilarating break with spectacular anti-aging promise which stimulates the deep regeneration of the skin combined with photostimulation to amplify the results. The face is instantly illuminated.

Back Release
Body – 30 MIN - €130

A stress back massage with an instant wellbeing effect, perfect for eliminating the stress of the day, or simply to relax at any time.

En Apesanteur
Body - 30 min - €130

An invigorating scrub followed by an inspired energy massage of foot reflexology, for an exquisite sensation of lightness in legs and feet.
Dior has always combined its scientific skincare expertise with manual techniques and cutting-edge technologies. This complementarity of know-how initiates extremely effective treatments. Without compromising on sensoriality, they offer the ultimate experience of beauty and well-being.
An exclusive Dior skincare technique, the Sapphire Crystal Micro-Abrasion relies on a high-tech tool that combines micro-abrasion with photo-stimulation. An exfoliating interlude with a spectacular age-defying promise, that enhances effectiveness and activates deep skin regeneration, whatever the chosen formula. The Dior Micro-Abrasion protocols offer exceptional radiance and smoothing effect to the skin. The face immediately glows with light and is tonified. This treatment is adapted to all skin types, even the most sensitive.

**Dior Micro-Abrasion Treatment**  
Face - 1h or 1.5hrs  
€260 / €360

**Dior Customised Micro-Abrasion**  
Face - 3 sessions of 1.5hrs over 3 weeks  
€950

**ADD-ONS**

**Bonheur Suite**  
Body & face - 30 min  
€120 per person  
The Suite Bonheur brings sensuality to its peak. Gold eternal and the Dior Rose, icons of the House, sign the décor of this exceptional suite imagined for wellness parentheses.

**Sauvage Suite**  
Body & face - 15 min  
€90 per person  
The Sauvage Suite offers an extraordinary hot quartz ritual. Alpha quartz nuggets hug the surrounding body each of your members for absolute comfort and tailor-made.

**Dior Skin Light Led Therapy**  
Face - 15 min - €85  
Boost your facial or body treatment with the powerful properties of red LED light. At the end of the session, skin is relaxed and repaired, and the skin’s metabolism is rebalanced. Under the beneficial effect of light, the mind is soothed and harmony is restored.
DIOR SKIN TECHNOLOGY

DIOR SKIN LIGHT LUMINOThERAPY LED MASK

Each cell within the skin has the incredible ability to absorb light and convert it into energy. To let this inner light shine through, Dior draws on the technology of light therapy with the Dior Skin Light LED Mask. A real marvel of design, this high-tech tool follows the facial contours and acts as a natural source of energy, to boost cellular respiration. At the end of the session, skin is relaxed and repaired, and the skin’s metabolism is rebalanced. Under the beneficial effect of light, the mind is soothed and harmony is restored. With one session, the skin quality is refined with reduction of sebum, tighter pores and instant plump. For long-lasting and anti-aging results, and with a twice-weekly treatment programme, the 8 sessions cure, regenerates entirely the skin and provides elasticity and density. To enhance the results, all sessions end with an application of adapted Dior products.

Dior Skin Light Treatment
Face - 45 minutes
€150

Dior Skin Light Customised Cure
Face - 8 sessions over 4 weeks
€900

ADD-ONS

Bonheur Suite
Body & Face - 30 min
€120 per Person
The Suite Bonheur brings sensuality to its peak. Gold-encrusted and the Dior Rose, icons of the House, set the decor of this exceptional suite imagined for wellness parenthesis two.

Sauvage Suite
Body & Face - 15 min
€90 per Person
The Sauvage Suite offers an extraordinary hot-quartz ritual. Alpha quartz nuggets hug the surrounding body each of your members for absolute comfort and tailor-made.

Micro-Abrasion Booster
Face - 30 min - €160
An exfoliating break with spectacular anti-aging promise which stimulates the deep regeneration of the skin combined with photostimulation to amplify the results. The face is instantly illuminated.
Dior combines its Floral Science expertise with cutting-edge Hydrafacial technology, to unveil its first ever treatment developed in collaboration with Hydrafacial. Deep facial cleansing and exfoliation are boosted and complemented by the diffusion of Lotion Peeling Floral, through a specially designed device that has been exclusively developed by the House of Dior and the experts at Hydrafacial. Skin is deoxidised and hydrated and regains its natural radiance. It is now perfectly prepared to receive a personalised treatment, that will bring a sense of total wellbeing.

### TREATMENT MENU

| Face - 45 minutes | 1.5hrs | €300 | €340 |
| Face Cure - 3 sessions of 45 minutes | 5 sessions of 1.5hrs | €1300 | €2500 |

### ADD-ONS

**Bonheur Suite**

**Body & face - 30 min**

€120 per person

The Suite Bonheur brings sensuality to its peak. Gold eternal and the Dior Rose, icons of the House, sign the decor of this exceptional suite imagined for wellness parentheses two.

**Sauvage Suite**

**Body & face - 15 min**

€90 per person

The Sauvage Suite offers an extraordinary hot quartz ritual. Alpha quartz nuggets hug the surrounding body each of your members for absolute comfort and tailor-made.
EXPERT BODY PROTOCOLS

D-SPHERE

Dior combines the power of the hand with compressive micro-vibration technology to offer a tailor-made treatment that reshapes the body. This transformative method acts in depth on the causes of cellulite. Under the movement of silicone spheres delivering the ideal pressure for each guest, five actions work in synergy: analgesic, draining, vascular, restructuring and muscular. This pain-free technique, accompanied by the expert touch of the Beauty Ambassadors, reduces dimpled skin, improves microcirculation and sculpts the body. Over the course of the sessions, the body is spectacularly transformed.

**Body - 45 minutes**
- 1.5hrs: €180
- 1.5hrs: €310

**Body Cure - 5 sessions of 45 minutes**
- 5 sessions of 45 minutes: €810
- 5 sessions of 1.5hrs: €1390
BODY MASSAGES

The best of Dior Spa Cheval Blanc expertise dedicated to allowing the body to flourish.
Rediscovered harmony of body and mind, the letting go is absolute thanks to a holistic massage, paired with slow and enveloping gestures, all over the body. A multi-sensory journey that releases muscle tensions and offers a sensation of intense tranquility. The relaxation is at its peak.

**Constellation**

*Body - 1hr or 1.5hrs*  
£240 / £310

Precise, deep and rhythmic gestures to tone tissues, release physical energy and regain its inner well-being. Deeply regenerated and detoxified, the body is fully revitalised and energised.

**D-Balance**

*Body - 1hr or 1.5hrs*  
£250 / £320

ADD-ONS

**Bonheur Suite**  
*Body & face - 30 min*  
£120 per person

The Suite Bonheur brings sensuality to its peak. Gold eternal and the Dior Rose, icons of the House, age the decor of this exceptional suite imagined for wellness parenthesis two.

**Sauvage Suite**  
*Body & face - 15 min*  
£90 per person

The Sauvage Suite offers an extraordinary hot-quartz ritual. Alpha quartz nuggets hug the surrounding body each of your members for absolute comfort and tailor-made.

**Dior Skin Light Led Therapy**  
*Face - 15 min - €85*

Boost your facial or body treatment with the powerful properties of red LED light. At the end of the session, skin is relaxed and repaired, and the skin’s metabolism is rebalanced. Under the beneficial effect of light, the mind is soothed and harmony is restored.

**En Apesanteur**  
*Body - 30 min - €130*

An invigorating scrub followed by an inspired energy massage of feet reflexology, for an exquisite sensation of lightness in legs and feet.

**Body Scrub**  
*Body - 30 min - €130*

An express body scrub-peeling with double action mechanical and enzymatic for smooth skin extreme, ideal as a prelude to a body treatment.
BODY MASSAGES

Deep Tissue by Dior

Body - 1hr  or 1.5hrs
€250 / €320

The tensions are released, the muscles are oxygenated, the body has a feeling of freedom through a deep and dynamic massage. The meticulous manoeuvres combining strength and softness contribute to the elimination of toxins and the relief of aches and pains. The ideal treatment to recover from an intense sports session.

New Look Silhouette

Body - 1hr
€270

The silhouette is reshaped by this slimming and firming massage that combines precise motions and state-of-the-art manual techniques. These draining gestures are associated with rolling, as well as the “Skin Lift” method, allowing a deep and exceptional anti-cellulite action.

ADD-ONS

Bonheur Suite

Body & face - 30 min
€120 per person

The Suite Bonheur brings sensuality to its peak. Gold eternal and the Dior Rose, icons of the House, sign the décor of this exceptional suite imagined for wellness parenthesis two.

Sauvage Suite

Body & face - 15 min
€90 per person

The Sauvage Suite offers an extraordinary hot-quartz ritual. Alpha quartz nuggets hug the surrounding body each of your members for absolute comfort and tailor-made.

Dior Skin Light Led Therapy

Face - 15 min - €85

Boost your facial or body treatment with the powerful properties of red LED light. At the end of the session, skin is relaxed and repaired, and the skin’s metabolism is rebalanced. Under the beneficial effect of light, the mind is soothed and harmony is restored.

En Apesanteur

Body - 30 min - €130

An invigorating scrub followed by an inspired energy massage of foot reflexology, for an exquisite sensation of lightness in legs and feet.

Body Scrub

Body - 30 min - €130

An express body scrub-peeling with double action mechanical and enzymatic for smooth skin extreme, ideal as a prelude to a body treatment.
9 Lunes
Body - 1hr or face and body - 1.5hrs

€240 / €310

The body is comforted, muscular tension is eliminated, legs feel lighter. A soft cocoon where slow, gentle motions follow one after the other to beautify the experience of waiting for your baby.

This ritual is recommended from 3 months of pregnancy.

ADD-ONS

Body Scrub
Body - 30 min - €130
An express body scrub-peeling with double action mechanical and enzymatic for smooth skin extreme, ideal as a prelude to a body treatment.
DIOR SENSORIAL AWAKENINGS

These new Dior techniques are an invitation to enjoy an unprecedented treatment experience based on the extreme sensorial acuity of the Beauty Ambassadors. By touch, they can feel the energy flow circulating in every tissue. A powerful invitation to let go, unconditionally. Perfectly chosen according to the psychic state of each guest, the Sensorial Awakenings add a holistic dimension to any other Dior treatment to give an immediate and lasting feeling of well-being. The Dior experience is transformed into a suspended and exceptional moment never experienced before.

HEAD SENSORIAL AWAKENING
Body - 45 minutes - including 15 minutes of consultation €140

The skin is touched with delicate pressures, liberating the body and clearing the mind. The head is relieved of all physical and psychic tensions, in a perfect moment of weightlessness, to direct one’s intentions and calm the mind. The rhythm is slowed down, the guest discovers a deep feeling of serenity, an absolute relaxation.

TORSO SENSORIAL AWAKENING
Body - 45 minutes - including 15 minutes of consultation €140

Warm, frank and tonic movements to relax the diaphragm, the emotional conductor of the body. This Sensory Awakening fluidifies the breathing, opens the chest area to diffuse joy and energy, giving life to a new openness, a perception of the heart. The desire to realise one’s projects is more present than ever; the vibrations of passion are recovered.

STOMACH SENSORIAL AWAKENING
Body - 45 minutes - including 15 minutes of consultation €140

A true reconnection to one’s deepest emotions through a slow and subtle touch, the Stomach Sensorial Awakening is totally calming the senses. It relieves tension and drains the energies stored in this area, epicenter of emotions. In addition to improving the digestive functions, an incredible lightness takes hold of the whole body, for an ultimate feeling of well-being.

LEGS SENSORIAL AWAKENING
Body - 45 minutes - including 15 minutes of consultation €140

A series of slow and steady movements, relaxing the whole lower part of the body to regain power and anchorage. Balance is refocused, inner calm is regained. From this stability springs a survival energy and an immense, unsuspected strength.

DIOR SENSORIAL AWAKENINGS
THE BEAUTY BOUDOIR

DIOR MAKEUP

BESPOKE MAKE-UP

On-demand service

From €160

Discover the secrets of the Dior look with one of the House’s makeup artists. For a natural or sophisticated makeup, a fresh and luminous complexion, couture lips and a look graphic as a reflection of your personality.

DIOR BEAUTY FOR HANDS AND FEET

PRÉT-À-PORTER RITUAL FOR HANDS OR FEET

45 minutes

From €90

Beautiful comforted hands or feet and perfectly shaped nails.
Rossano Ferretti is committed to enhancing these sensory stopovers at the Cheval Blanc Paris hair salon, a glamorous boudoir with the look of a secret alcove. Surrounded by his loyal team, renowned hair artist Rossano Ferretti cuts, sculpts, designs and illuminates each hairstyle according to each person's morphology and wishes of the moment. He delicately shapes the “invisible cut”, which reveals each person’s inner aura — his signature for light, modern and one-of-a-kind elegance.

Aware of the need to respect beauty and vitality, he has created a product line that protects both nature and hair, a perfect combination of the latest technologies and the best active ingredient concentrates enhanced by Italian expertise. The promise of genuine, authentic moments for absolute fulfillment.

"OUR STYLE IS TIMELESS AND REVEALS THE UNIQUENESS OF EVERY WOMAN’S NATURAL BEAUTY."
ROSSANO FERRETTI
HAIR SALON PRICES

HAIR STYLING TECHNIQUES BY ROSSANO FERRETTI

The Styling
Shampoo, styling

The Secret of the Invisible Haircut by Rossano Ferretti

The Art of the Feminine Invisible Haircut
Shampoo, cut, styling

A Privileged Moment with the Art Director
Shampoo, cut, styling

The Magic of a Makeover
upon request

The Masculine Invisible Haircut
Shampoo, cut, styling

The Little Ones Invisible Haircut
Shampoo, cut, styling

The Secret of Iconic Colours by Rossano Ferretti

Couture Balayage
Shampoo, cut, styling

Light Effect
Shampoo, cut, styling

End Colouring, Whispering Technique
Shampoo, cut, styling

ROSSANO FERRETTI
THE CONDITIONING HAIR EXPERIENCES BY ROSSANO FERRETTI

The Secret of Enhanced Beauty

The Perfect Chignon
upon request

Greatlengths Hair Extensions Transformation
upon request

The Magic of the Most Beautiful Day of Your Life
upon request

THE CONDITIONING HAIR EXPERIENCES BY ROSSANO FERRETTI

Intenso Mask
Soothing, nourishing, revitalizing

Vita Mask
Rejuvenating, strengthening, regenerating

Soin Dolce
Nuturing, strengthening, stimulating

Prodigio Mask
Repairing, regenerating, transforming

Da Parma a Parigi Mask
Detoxifying, draining, beautifying

Additional cost for in-room treatments
€60
Additional cost for treatments between 10pm and 8am
+ 100%
Your health is our priority. That is why all our practices, procedures and welcome protocols have been completely reinvented with the desire to continuously go further in the excellence of our rituals. Both in the boutique and in the privacy of your treatment suite, every attention is coordinated with highly precise expertise and designed to ensure compliance with hygiene and safety requirements. The treatment suites are meticulously sanitised before each beauty experience for a truly peaceful moment of well-being.

**General Terms and Conditions of the Dior Spa Cheval Blanc**

**Treatment Length**
To take full advantage of your experience, we recommend that you arrive 15 minutes before your appointment time. All treatments include the time needed for your Beauty Ambassadors to prepare a personalised consultation beforehand.

**A Peaceful Interlude**
The Dior Spa Cheval Blanc is dedicated to wellness and relaxation. We ask you to please turn off your mobile phones to fully enjoy your experience and to respect the peace and quiet of our other guests.

**Spa Etiquette**
If you wish to take a shower before the treatment, please do so before you arrive. We would be grateful if you could inform your Beauty Ambassadors of any illness or medical treatment you are currently undergoing or have recently undergone.

**Reservations & Cancellations**
Out of respect for other guests, please inform us as soon as possible if you need to cancel your appointment. Any change or cancellation of an appointment made less than 24 hours in advance will be charged for the entire scheduled treatment.

**Opening Hours**
The Dior Spa Cheval Blanc is open every day from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m., and on request from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.
The Rossano Ferretti Salon is open every day from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Entirely dedicated to Cheval Blanc Paris guests, the fitness room is accessible 24 hours a day and the swimming pool from 6:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
A supplement of 50% of the amount of the service applies outside opening hours.
A supplement of 50% of the amount of the service applies to in-room treatments.